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EXECUTIVE Summary
The aim of this report is to show different ways of carrying out an inventory, the field data collection
alternatives, the data model, and review examples of roads inventories in order to study them and
select those aspects we consider essential and in this way develop our own methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is to show different ways of carrying out an inventory. It is not only a
compilation of previous experiences but also of alternatives, material used, expected results and
final delivery.
Note that this document do not addresses the importance of rural roads for emergency situations,
or the key factor which lays on vehicle capacity, which is justified by the project itself, or try to show
specific requirements for these conditions.
Roads suffer from a heterogeneous traffic and their construction were driven by multiple criteria,
depending on their final use, that means their characteristics are highly variable from one to
another. Their inventories have the same problem, there are few and they are not standardized,
with different purposes, methodologies and tools.
Inventories have been usually developed by local or regional governments. That fact increases the
lack of standardization, for example even some forest owners provide an inventory of forest road
regarding their forest area. In addition, it is not common that they address vehicles capacity for
forest fires, since their main priority is to establish the public property. However, technicians and
researchers have underlined the importance of forest roads in forest management and the needs
of information regarding their characteristics and state of maintenance.
In Italy a common approach in road inventory is the one proposed by Hippoliti several year ago
(Hippoliti, 1976). In France, the Delegation for the Protection of the Mediterranean Forest
introduced a standardization of forest fire infrastructure (DFCI), including road classification. In
Spain some guides dealing with road inventory have been released (Guía para la elaboración del
inventario de caminos y servidumbres de titularidad de las administarciones públicas, Ecologistas
en acción, 2012), but a national strategy for standardization in general doesn’t exist, much less in
international scope.
However, Slovenia has created the forest roads information database system designed for forest
management. As in other fields of forest management it is not possible to think about management
of forest roads without adequate information. The information system enables an efficient
planning, determination of cost-effectiveness construction, adequate openness of forest, etc. (see
more in annex section).
On another front, technologies are evolving and GIS combined with GNSS and remote sensing
products provide nowadays a new way of collecting data and analyzing the information obtained,
new capacities and possibilities have been taken into account at the time of carrying out the
inventory. The final objective is essential but also the potential analysis and the information derived
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from them. On the other side, analysis of LiDAR terrain data presents an opportunity to map forest
roads with unprecedented completeness and accuracy (Russell A. White et al, 2010).
Finally the methodology should allow for inventory expansion in the future, that is feasible with a
correct data model analysis (B.1 action: data model schema).

9
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2. STAGES OF INVENTORY
As it has been stated in the introduction, the lack of standardization leads to different models of
inventory, but it is possible to describe a general outline:
1. Selection of the scope and final objective of the inventory.
2. Compilation of previous information.
3. Setting of the data model.
4. Field data collection.
5. Post-process and database generation.
The first point is the motivation of the inventory and it must be clear since the field data capture
and the data model depends on it. It is a different thing to create a road inventory focusing on forest
management or public property knowledge than an inventory focusing on forest fire emergency.
The second point addresses all the information that is required in order to carry out the field data
collection. This stage includes the cartographic sources and office work needed for the
transformation of the data into information usable for the purpose.
The data model must be flexible enough to be expanded when needed or previous inventories can
be adapted to it, but it must meet the requirements of the final objective. In this way, it must
include the attributes needed to present a reliable picture of the current situation, providing
information valuable for the final users. It is also necessary to define the obligatory data and the
optional data. This point is developed in detail in the action “Data Model Schema Report”
document.
The key factor in the inventory is setting the basic unit. This issue raises two options: consider the
stretch as the basic unit or the forest road in its entire length.
Both alternatives present upsides and downsides that must be carefully assessed before taking a
decision.
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Entire road (any vertex connectivity). Linear referencing method is needed to provide accurate
information to the network.
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Advantages

Disadvantages

The question of a basis for a dissection into
stretches does not appear.

No clear ends since different types of road will
appear. Not only forest road are subject to the
inventory but those roads that connect the
forest road network with the conventional
road. The network inventoried must meet the
emergency means requirement of accessibility
from the headquarters to forest.

To avoid the division into very short sections
depending on the base of stretch
determination, which would cause
unclearness.

Different road conditions and especially
different vehicle accessibility in the same road.

It can be divided with different bases provided
that linear referencing is used.

Necessity of different calibration for different
purposes to maintain the data accurate (linear
referencing).

Linear referencing:
In most GIS features such as roads, streets, rivers, etc. are modelled in two dimensions, using x, y
coordinates. Often these linear features have characteristics that are more dynamic in nature
(Patrick Brennan, 2002). Linear referencing allows managing linear nature data regardless of their
static or dynamic dimension, and it avoids working with fixed stretches. Once a basic network has
been generated, through linear referencing, it is possible to relate multiple data. These attributes
can be stored, visualized and analysed without affecting the geometrical network. Instead of
dividing the network each time a value changes. Using linear referencing different values can be
stored maintaining the spatial integrity.

11
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Stretches segmentation (endpoint connectivity). Most commonly used method.
Advantages

Disadvantages

It is more flexible in distinguishing between More and shorter records in the database.
road types.
Permit a direct approach to the main objective. More difficult to adjust to other purposes (to
For instance, the determination of the stretches expand it).
can be based on vehicle capacity.
It is easy to understand when gathering field It is necessary to fix clearly the basis of the
data.
segmentation.
The maintenance is easy and direct.

The field data collection is the stage which requires more resources in time and equipment. By this
moment it must be clear that the equipment to use (software, devices, vehicles, and data capture
method) and the information obtained in the previous stages must be ready to use: maps and road
selection.
The data collection must be carried out in the field, since some properties cannot to be obtained in
office and in many cases they only became visible when accessed by a vehicle.
This field data can be captured using different methods:
1. Form filled out by hand and then exported to digital formats. Positioning by GPS
(standalone or integrated in other device).
2. Use a device with integrated GPS and application for data collection replacing the paper
form.
3. Use a device with GIS software with the data (base cartography) already stored in it.

12
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The 1st alternative is less efficient and nowadays there is a wide range of solutions that allows
avoiding paper work.
The 2nd and 3rd alternatives are more suitable but their selection depends on the device’s capacity,
software accessibility and other factors like personnel experience with new technologies, etc.
It is also necessary to have cartography support obtained from the cartography resources present
and capability for its adaptation to the requirements. There are two alternatives:
1. Paper maps and write on them when necessary.
2. Device with the capacity to acquire and store location data, and store cartography.
The same reasons as the previous point can be set out in this selection. The current technology
allows to use devices like smartphones, or tablets for this purpose.
Different methods used to collect data:


The most widespread method to collect field data consists of travelling the roads by vehicle and
picking up GPS information according to the basis previously established, either points or
tracks, while filling up the form (digital or paper format) with the attributes of the road.



In some cases video recording while driving has been used. First of all the path planning is
performed in the office, then the film equipment internal clock must be synchronized to the
GPS clock, after that the path is filmed while describing the attributes of the road.
Simultaneously, the GPS coordinates are collected (GPS configured to receive location
information within a predefined temporal resolution). In this way, in order to know the
coordinates of an element of the inventory it is only necessary to check what time this element
was filmed and match it with its corresponding GPS time.



Besides, another alternative is taking pictures for the identification of each stretch. This option
saves time in field but it requires office work in order to select, classify, characterize and match
the pictures with the information collected by GPS (there must be a correlation between photos
and GPS coordinates). The more pictures taken the more accurate is the characterisation.

Due to the decentralization of the data collection process, staff involvement is demanded but at
the same time it allows its adaptation to the different situations and checks the standardization
proposed.

13
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Figure 1: Field data collection process

Data post-process: the last stage is the post editing of the collected information, turning it into
proper format, editing if necessary, completing it or returning to field to check possible
inconsistencies.
Normally once the data collection stage has finished GIS software is used to edit possible positioning
errors from the GPS, check alphanumeric integrity data, topological rules when needed, etc.
The process can be summed up:


Turn data collected into GIS format.



GIS data editing.



Quality control: errors and reviews
o

Geographic positioning (GPS or human factor).

o

Methodological.

o

Incoherent attributes.

o

Defects in base cartography.

Roads are usually represented as lines in GIS, merged by nodes in each road intersection. Special
infrastructures or limiting events are represented as points.

14
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Figure 2: data edition with GIS software

Finally when the process is finished the spatial database is generated, meeting the requirements
established.
The last point that must be taken into account is the future uses of the inventory. In the case of
network analyst or its use in applications like satellite – navigation system, as planned in the present
project, the implications of this decision must be foreseen.

15
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3. RESOURCES
3.1. Cartography
Cartography sources can include (for further information see action B.2. Cartographic base. Report
of sources used):


Historical and topographic maps.



Cadastre information.



Satellite imagery.



Orthophotographs.



SDI (spatial data infrastructure) cartography.



Regional, national vector cartography.



DTM, TINs.

Figure 3: Data layers
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An alternative cartography source: LIDAR

Collection of roadway inventory data is a basic task for mapping roads. Maintaining up-to-date
information about roadways is essential for design, planning, maintenance, and rehabilitation
purposes. For road inventory, it is typical to rely on field data collection, which is time consuming
and subject to limitations such as adverse weather conditions.
Recent availability of new and emerging technologies has led to experimentation with these
technologies for collection of roadway inventory. Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) technology
is now widely used for the collection of roadway inventory. LiDAR technology offers the potential
to collect some roadway inventory elements that are difficult to collect by traditional inventory
data collection methods. LiDAR data might be utilized to obtain specific roadway inventory
elements without physically going to the field (except the airplane flight). As an active remote
sensing system, LiDAR does not require the extensive use of labor in surveying big tracts of land.
LiDAR is a safer and cheaper way for data collection (Huda Shamayleh et al, 2003). Apart from this,
LiDAR data analysis offers several advantages for mapping road features. (Russell A. White et al,
2010).

17
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3.2. Spatial Database and Spatial Data

All the information gathered in the inventory is stored in a spatial database. A spatial database or
geodatabase is a database that is optimized to store and query data that represents objects defined
in a geometric space. Most spatial databases allow representing simple geometric objects such as
points, lines and polygons. Some spatial databases handle more complex structures such as 3D
objects, topological coverages, linear networks, and TINs. While typical databases are designed to
manage various numeric and character types of data, additional functionality needs to be added
for databases to process spatial data types efficiently. These are typically called geometry or
feature. The Open Geospatial Consortium created the Simple Features specification and sets
standards for adding spatial functionality to database systems. (http://www.opengeospatial.org/).
The information stored in it is therefore spatial data (Information about the locations and shapes
of geographic features and the relationships between them, usually stored as coordinates and
topology), which in turn are divided into:


Raster data in which land cover is represented as single square cell

Figure 4: Raster Data



Vector data: features on the earth are represented as points, lines/routes,
polygons/regions, TINs (triangulated irregular networks). Vector data are good at
representing non-continuous data (e.g., rivers, administrative boundaries, road lines,
mountain peaks).

Figure 5: Vector Data
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3.3. Devices and software
GPS device: another factor to take into account is the device used in the inventory. There are two
possibilities:


Standalone device which allows picking up points or tracks. GPS devices may take several
minutes to determine their location because it takes longer to establish connectivity with
4 satellites, but the reliability is usually better than A-GPS.



Tablet or smartphone with integrated positioning functionality, normally use A-GPS, with
a slightly less accurate position than GPS, but they determine location coordinates faster
because they have better connectivity with cell sites than directly with satellites. The
essential element is the GPS given that it is the main tool in the process but also it must
meet minimum specification requirements with regard to processors, RAM memory,
storage capacity, and battery life. Besides, some type of water and/or dust protection is
recommend since they are being used in the field (for further information please see “tablet
specification document”).

Obviously the selection of a standalone device implies the need for another device to gather
alphanumeric data, meanwhile the selection of a tablet or smartphone reduces all the needs to the
use of the same device.

Figure 6: standalone GPS device and smartphone with GPS functionality
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Historically field data collection was operated with GPS receivers, however smartphones and
tablets offer an array of functionalities in a portable and easy interface: GPS, camera, network
connection (3G, 4G, Wifi), Apps, mail, etc. Nowadays, as long as smart devices meet the project
needs, their use is recommended, since they are intuitive, portable, they come with the mentioned
functionalities and a wide range of applications, suitable for many purposes, is available for them.
Software: there are different types of software that can be used according to the requirement it
has to meet:


Cartography viewer: there are lots of applications which use the positioning functionality
and store cartography to geo-reference the device. There are two possibilities, those which
work just on-line or those which allow storing cartography off-line.



Mobile data collection: software which provides solution to build a data collection form
and collect the data on a mobile device. It gives the possibility to carry out surveys with
GPS locations and images.



GIS mobile software: other option is to use GIS software. It can be used either on computer
(with GPS integrated) or in a mobile device. In this case there are a few options: proprietary
software (requires the same software in office to connect) or free, but it is still slightly
underdeveloped and its effectiveness is not assured.

Figure 7: screenshots from Oruxmaps, OdkCollect and QField software, respectively
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ANNEX 1: Records of Forest Roads (Slovenia)

Figure 8: The Forest Roads Information Database System poster

Objective:
The Slovenian Forest Service (SFS) has designed a forest roads information system with two main
modules. The first module is records of forest roads (RFR) and the other one is the module for
monitoring of forest roads maintenance. Both modules are interconnected but they can also work
independently, which enables:
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Efficient planning, monitoring and direction of maintenance,



Planning of adequate openness of forests,



Determination of cost-effectiveness and adequacy of forest roads construction, with the
stress primarily on their spatial, ecological and economic acceptability,



Forest operations planning.

Promoter: Slovenia Forest Service

Data Model:
The basic unit of the system is the forest road in its entire length to facilitate data collection where
individual events are recorded at the time of change.
Records about forest roads are collected in databases which together represent an independent
module in the forest roads information system, called forest roads records. It is composed of the
attributive and graphic part. They are linked by an identification field and contain:
Basic data:


Name of the road,



Category of the road,



Length of the road in meters,



Technical elements of the road.



Appurtenance to different spatial entities (forest management area, local
community...);



Graphic data which contain at least data from the previous paragraph and are
collected in a scale not smaller than 1: 5,000.

Databases in the data model of the records of forest roads were divided into five main groups,
which separately cover certain data complexes:
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General data:
o

Road

o

Ownership

Administrative and forest management division:
o

Forest management unit

o

Local unit

o

District

o

Local community

Data about objects on the road and its building elements:
o

Drainage

o

Bridges and other objects

o

Road shoulders

o

Crossovers

Road signs.

According to appurtenance, we define each forest road into the following spatial entities:
-

Forest management unit FMU,

-

Local unit,

-

District,

-

Local community.

It also includes information about objects on the road and its construction elements technically
describe the forest road and they are important from various points of view: traffic characteristics
of the road, drainage capability, planning of maintenance and purchase of certain equipment.
-

Drainage devices,

-

Bridges and other constructions,

-

Pillars and retaining walls of road shoulders,

-

Crossovers over motorways and public roads.

Data about traffic signalization and different roadblocks, which determine the regime of the use of
the forest road, represent an independent data complex.

25
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Methodology stages:
Spatial or graphic part is based on digital recording of the forest roads network, through which
attributive data are transferred into the spatial part by a linking field and are compared with other
data. Graphic recording of the forest roads network is the basis called information layer of the forest
roads network, or shorter, a digital forest roads network. It can be introduced into different spatial
data of raster or vector contents.
The information system data of the RFR are subject to constant change, a certain road can be
included, it can be excluded from it or data can be amended for several reasons.
Now LIDAR technology is starting to being used with the aim to improve the accuracy of lines of
forest roads. An analysis shows almost two times lower time consumption when digitalisation is
done from processed LiDAR data.
Comparing GPS digitalization with the “LiDAR” one, we can realize, that the last one is more
accurate. The difference occurs because of relatively low average accuracy of hand GPS receivers,
which is ±5 meters, therefore the GPS receivers cannot capture curves with small radius on a road
or a skid trail.
To solve the problem of huge amount of data, which have to be digitalized from LiDAR processed
data it stated to get lines of forest roads and skid trails automatically by the so called forest roads
extraction. The method firstly generates a digital terrain model (DTM) from LiDAR data where the
road candidates are detected by segmentation and image analysis. Road candidates are estimated
by the topology analysis with mathematical morphology. Finally the roads network is thinned into
centrelines and extracted in vector format.
Results:
According to the inventory data, Slovenia has 12,116 km of forest roads (SFS 2013), which are not
only important in a forest-management sense but represent a national wealth, which needs to be
properly taken care of and additional building optimally planned with respect of ecological and
economic aspects.
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According to the data model a web application has been designed, which allows direct observing,
mapping and maintaining data of forest roads. On the basis of available information Slovenia is
maybe the only country where all forest roads (for the county in whole) are included in such an
information system. The application allows three main “windows” – graphical part, explorer and
detailed display for attributive data. It allows editing, printing and filtering the data.

Figure 9: Web application for RFR and connection with the results of NewFor project

Conclusion:
The forest roads information system database is Open, Dynamic and Modular.
At the moment the system contains basic data about a forest road and data about spatial division
of forest roads in different spatial entities, because they are the basis of the entire information
system.
The introduction of the web application of Register of Forest Roads is a big step. This application
will be upgraded with more accurate LIDAR processed data. Results from analyses made with LIDAR
are encouraging and further improvement is possible in order to simplify and lower the costs of the
inventory creation processes.
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ANNEX 2: Public road catalogue of the Autonomous Region (NUTS 2) of
Extremadura (Spain)

Figure 10: Public road catalogue of Extremadura

Objective:
The objective of this inventory has been the generation of a Public Track Catalogue of Extremadura,
in which all public tracks of the region with all the information available are included, with data
from the previous quest and characteristics collected in the field, and its inclusion in a GIS in order
to manage this information.
The generation of this catalogue has been developed in the following stages:

28



Creation of the digital Catalogue with a vector cartography base (gathered by GPS)
and alphanumeric database which includes more than 40 features related with the
tracks.



Software development for network management.
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Promoter: Regional Government of Extremadura.

Data model:
Identification data: 12 digit code
Data collected for each track:

Field

Domain

Name
Classification

Primary, secondary (1st and 2nd class), forest road

Use

Farming (rained or irrigation), stock, forest, more

Agronomic value

Main crop, kind of stock, kind of forest

Type

Cattle route or forest road

Length

Stretch and total

Width
Dich/condition
Barrier (material)
Support elements for pipe diches
Vehicle capacity
Carriageway surface type
Repair urgency

Additional point infrastructure: manhole, speed bump, bridge, cattle grid, remarkable elements
(buildings, trees, etc.)
Limiting events: road flaws
Photography

29
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Methodology stages:
1. Office work:


Cartography collection: 1:10,000 and 1:25,000 digital mapping, land registry, historic
sources, digital orthophotography, Hydrographic Confederation maps.



Cattle route inventory and more province information available checking.



Cartography edition.

2. Field work:


Exhibition in local councils of office preliminary work.



Tracks have been covered on vehicle by technical personnel along with zone expertise
staff. Attributes have been gathered with integrated GPS in touch screen PDA.



At the same time structural elements (infrastructures) have been picked up, including
their geographic location with UTM coordinates.



Stretch and main infrastructures have been photographed.

3. Office work:


Digital and alphanumeric edition of data collected.



Set the link between photography and entities.



First database generation.

4. Supervision and publication:


Submission of data generated to local governments for supervision and approval.



Publication in official bulletin.

Results:
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67,000 km. This implies a density of 16 m/ha.



25,000 structural elements.



75,000 photos.



13,000 limiting events.
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This catalogue reveals itself as a useful tool in rural areas, with a variety of applications including
the following:


It allows Local Councils to know the tracks that run in their municipalities, routes,
conservation status, necessary works, etc.



It makes easier the study of road network (through GIS) in specific areas, such as protected
areas, irrigation zones, etc.



It lets Public Administration plan investments, estimate in an easy and rapid way possible
works based on needs and available resources.



It creates the possibility of a GPS based navigation system implementation for “Plan Infoex”
ground means in order to provides the optimal path.



It contributes to road network and cattle routes connection.



It makes possible to spread the road network information through internet, fostering in this
way rural tourism activities.

Conclusion:
The objective of this inventory aims mainly to the knowledge of public property, and consequently
its management (it is not a forest approach inventory).
The data model address many features and can lead to a complex maintenance of the spatial
database.
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ANNEX 3: Public road inventory of the Autonomous Region (NUTS 2) of
Cantabria (Spain)
Objective:
The objective is to carry out a public track inventory in rural areas in the region of Cantabria. Tracks
have to appear in Land Registry or be located inside public properties (local governments) to be
considered as public.
The following elements were considered out of scope for several reasons:


Conventional Roads Network: under control of Central or Regional government
(beyond supramunicipal dependence).



Temporary skid trails: due to their temporary nature.



Public Tracks and roads with no free access due to their main use (license for private
exploitation).

The scope of the inventory is the whole region of Cantabria, although is set as minimum unit of
study the municipality.

Promoter: Regional Government of Cantabria.

Data model:
Two different levels of information:


Traditional paths: those identified in the 1st half of S.XX cartographic sources. These
paths have more attribute fields.



Network: this network comprises the rest of roads

Network attributes fields:
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Id



Cadastre name



Type: based on their main use and type of surface road
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Traditional attribute fields:


IGN_20-30 presence



IGN_20-30 name



Cadastre presence



Cadastre name



Accessibility (traffic restrictions due to private use, fence presence or disuse)



Signage



Outstanding environmental elements



Outstanding structural elements



Remarks

Methodology stages:
1. Cartographic sources compilation: the first step was the base cartography generation which
allows their identification in the field. The digital material used for this purpose:


Historic (before 1900): their relevance does not rely on geographic accuracy terms,
but can be checked places names and communications.
i. Tomás Lopez map. 1761.
ii. Francisco de Coello map. 1861.

Figure 11: Historical maps of Cantabria



First half of 20th century:
i. Topography documents scale 1:25,000. Dated between 1920 and 1930.
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ii. Land registry 1953: incorporation of aerial photography.

Figure 12: Historical map (XX century) of Cantabria



Contemporary: vector format
i. National Topographic Map scale 1:25,000 from IGN (National Geographic
Institute).
ii. Regional Government cartography (2001) scale 1:5,000.
iii. Land registry (2005) scale 1:5,000.
iv. Forest track inventory of Forestry Service of Regional Government (2009)
scale 1:5,000.
v. Latest satellite imagery updates (2007).

2. Cartography georeferencing
Topography documents with scale 1:125,000 turned out to be the reference document to identify
traditional roads. ArcGIS software was used to geo-reference these documents as they were
available in digital format.
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3. Base cartography generation

Figure 13: Base cartography process

Regional Government cartography (1:5,000) was taken as base, complemented with the rest of
cartography sources. From the methodology point of view the combination of cartography with
different scales is not fully correct, but it is the only way found since no single source is enough by
itself. Therefore the resultant cartography scale will be 1:25,000, the lower one.
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4. Roads selection
Criteria:






Study scope. Exclusion of roads which do not fit in the scope of the project like:
i. Conventional roads.
ii. Roads in private properties.
iii. Urban roads.
iv. Temporally roads for forestry purposes.
Continuity: due to high density of roads, it was decided to give priority to those
which connect with other infrastructures or urban areas, ruling out those which
connect with private properties. Roads which give access to public areas (beaches,
parks, etc.) or to areas of high heritage value even if they do not have connectivity
were also included
Traditional nature: those roads identified in the cartography form the first half of
XX century were given priority too.

5. Road network configuration
It was decided to split the network into stretches, whose end points will be delimited by nodes. The
presence of nodes was associated when the stretch contacted with:


Urban land.



Conventional road.



Other inventory road.



Municipality boundary.

A minimum length of 100 m for each one was fixed. If there was a shorter length stretch, it was
merged to the next one.

Results:
The final result was an ArcGIS database for each municipality.
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Conclusion:
Due to its management nature some roads were excluded and the data model is adapted for a very
specific need. The selection of the roads responds to that need. The network configuration arises
some questions, for instance, the setting of the minimum length.
Also the creation of different databases leads to a more complicated maintenance process.
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ANNEX 4: Road inventory of the Montseny Natura Park (Spain)
Objective:
Getting a digital cartographic database of the inventory of forest roads of a Natural Park, containing
all the attributes of the paths obtained over the work of documentation and provide it of a structure
capable of meeting requirements for ensure its usefulness for territorial management, mainly in
the following areas:


Local traffic



Regulation of the motorized traffic



Agricultural activity



Management of the natural environment



Natural hazards and civil protection



Tourism and leisure (hiking)

The inventory was based on objective criteria based on the nature of the roads: Administrative,
Functional, Legal, Morphological and Patrimonial.
On the other hand, the inventory includes four additional criteria:


Completeness: The inventory includes all identifiable ways in the documentary sources
available



Reliability: because it analyses and compares the existing documentation with the new
information gathered.



Accuracy: high pressure to scale, with a margin of error often less than 10 meters



Legal defence: By determining the ownership of the roads

Promoter: Diputació de Barcelona and Diputació de Girona.
Producing organism: Autonomous University of Barcelona, Department of Geography
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Data Model:


A based graphical format SHP with a ARC / NODE structure containing a file of arches
formed by 15,250 sections of road and a file of nodes consisting of 12,407 points.



Alphanumeric Base in DBF format with 18 thematic areas related to inventory data and 10
associated tables

INVENTARY

Table main sections of the cartographic database (shp)

Field

Type

Description

Reference Table

Inventaricam_id N5

ID code section

Longitud

N6 (2d)

Icc_classe

N4

Carret_cd

N4

Length of the stretch (meters)
Classification National Topographic Map 1:
CLASSES_ICC.dbf
5,000
Code identifier roads
CARRETERA.dbf

Vial_cd

N4

Description of inventoried roads:

Canvi_vial

N4

Code sharing road sections

Canvi_carret

A10

Name of road sections with road sharing

Ramader_cd

N4

Identifier code level of the cattle trails

Canvi_ram

N4

Description of the cattle trails inventoried

Certesa_ram

Name of the cattle trails

Funció_cd

N4
Y/N
(1,0)
Y/N
(1,0)
Y/N
(1,0)
Y/N
(1,0)
Y/N
(1,0)
N4

It belongs to the network of fire
prevention (Y/N)
It belongs to the network of the Special
Plan (Y/N)
It belongs to the network of forest roads
(Y/N)
Code Type Id feature sections

TIPFUNC.dbf

Ferm_cd

N4

Code Type Id firm stretches

TIPFERM.dbf

Titular_cd

N4

Publica_cd

N4

Code Type Id ownership of sections
TIPTITULAR.dbf
Code identifier type of public ownership of
TIPPUB_dbf
public sections

Sender_cd
Històric_cd
Ppi_cd
Plaesp_cd
Forest_cd
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VIALS.dbf

RAMADERS.dbf
CERTESA.dbf

It belongs to marked trails (Y/N)
It belongs to the historical paths (Y/N)
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Figure 14: Montseny data model schema

VIALS.dbf
Identification code of the road
Name of roads / paths
Place name of the origin of the road / path
Place name of the end of the road / path
ID code of the road or highway sections that link or share in the origin of
the vial
ID code of the road or highway sections that link or share in the end of the
vial
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Methodology stages:
Phase 1: Obtaining the graphic base of the roads included within the park boundaries.
The graph starting base was a file that included all traces of the road network collected in the
mapping of the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia.
The maintenance of the structure of the sections and attributes related to the type of the same and
the creation of a new coverage with all axes of road that intersects or was completely within the
limits of the Natural Park.
Phase 2: Digitization of new sections of road, verification network, structuring and numbering of the
sections.
Two types of work:


Certify what sections to be included in it.



Draw on the map the paths of new roads or sections, this task also included the removal
of sections of the digital base whose layout was not right.

The information collected by the documentation team was reflected in the collection of maps at 1:
5000 printed by the Technical Services of the Park. These maps that had as background the
orthophoto-map, were accurate enough to determine with very little margin of error the
documented plotting ways.
The task of drawing new sections was done in most cases with a digital tablet, adding to existing
ones. The end result of this work was a total of 2,566 new sections totalling 449 km.
After that a long process of verification was performed. The next step was to structure the graphic
base and prepare the database to add the different thematic attributes. The obtained cartographic
base was equipped with an arc-node structure along with a table in Access format used for
alphanumeric data entry.
Phase 3: georeferencing of the alphanumeric base, capture geo-referenced data, content
verification database.
This phase consisted mainly of working the contents of the database:
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Automatic acquisition of Access files with the attributes of the inventory.



Capturing those attributes that were already georeferenced.



Capturing those attributes that were the product of selections and combinations from the
initial attributes.
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The information was separated into three main tables, the table on sections, the table of vials and
the table of cattle trails, together with other tables from the different types of roads inventoried.
The table of sections is the main system table which contains all the fields that allow relating it to
the rest. In fact the set of sections are part of a complex set of networks:


Network of officials roads



Network of Paths



Network of Cattlemen Road



Network of roads and forest tracks



Network of marked trails



Network Fire Prevention Plan



Network of roads included in special Plan



Network of historic roads

The capture of georeferenced data from selections was made directly on the screen or from spatial
analysis operations for information automatically. The verification of the attributes of the sections
was the heaviest work because in many cases had to visually review every network or itinerary.

Results:
The network inventoried sum 2,984.2 km of paths and 84.2 km of roads. The road network has been
divided into four functional categories (local, rural, forest, horseshoe). Within the network they
have identified a total of 94 vials. These correspond to the local network, comprising both vials that
meet this function today as historical roads
Also the rural roads network and ranchers are structured in individualized vials. Instead the forest
network is divided into three levels (1st, 2nd and 3rd) defining a hierarchy without a singled out
their road network.
Each vial is composed of a number of sections. The individualization of the vials was performed with
exclusion criteria (no shared between road sections) and according to criteria of homogeneity and
administrative, functional and morphological consistency.
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Conclusion:
It created the inventory of the road network of a natural park by analysing the existing information
and with the digitalisation of new roads over the orthophotography.
Almost no fieldwork has been realized, which certainly lowers inventory creation costs. The data
shown are not very profound for analysis e.g. trafficability for different types of vehicles.
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